
From William D. Ticknor and Company
February 8, 1849

Boston Feb. 8. 1849
Henry D Thoreau Esq
Concord
Mass.
Deare Sir,

We find on looking over publishing matters that we 
cannot well undertake anything more at present. If how-
ever you feel inclined we will publish “Walden or Life in 
the Woods” on our own a/c, Say One Thousand copies, 
allowing you 10 pr. ct. copyright on the Retail Price on all 
that are sold.1 The style of printing & binding to be like 
Emersons Essays.2

Respy
Ticknor & Cay.

Correspondent: William Davis Ticknor (1810- 1864) was the son of 
William and Betsey Ellis Ticknor. A Boston book publisher, Ticknor 
published works by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, James Russell 
Lowell, and Alfred Tennyson in addition to T’s Walden. He came to 
Boston in 1827 and, in 1832, after a brief time at a bank, joined John 
Allen and Timothy Harrington Carter to form Allen and Ticknor. 
Two years later Ticknor became sole owner of the firm. In 1843, 
Ticknor took on James T. Fields as a partner, and the firm became 
known as William D. Ticknor and Company. The firm’s imprint was 
“Ticknor and Fields” from May 1854 on, but that did not become 
the company’s formal name until May 1864.

1 T completed A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers in 
February 1849 and sent it first to Ticknor, apparently including an 
inquiry about Walden as well. T refused Ticknor’s offer for Walden 
in a February 10 letter, now lost (the firm did publish the book in 
1854, paying T a royalty of 15 percent). On February 16, Ticknor of-
fered to publish A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers at T’s 
expense, but T declined (see p. 10, note 1).

2 James Munroe had published Ralph Waldo Emerson’s Essays in 
1841 and Essays: Second Series in 1844.

Copy- text: Facsimile of ALS, letter book copy (MH- H, MS Am 
2030.2 [52], p. 325)
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Published: Cor 1958, 236; Cost Books 1949, 289

Editor’s Notes
The copy- text is bound in a Ticknor and Fields letter book.
Dear] PE; DEar in MS

To George Augustus Thatcher
February 9, 1849

Concord Feb. 9th 1849
Dear Cousin,

California, mad dogs, and rail- roads are still the great 
topics here as everywhere.1 About half a dozen are gone 
and going to California from Concord.2 Mr Hoar’s second 
son Edward,3 who was a lawyer in New York, has just taken 
leave of his friends here to go to the new Ophir.4 Many are 
going from the neighborhood of Boston of whom one 
would not have expected it. For my part, I should rather 
have gone before the gold was found. I think that those 
who have delayed thus long will be prudent if they wait a 
little longer and hear from their acquaintances who went 
out early. It is impossible yet to tell what is truth. After all 
we have had no quite trustworthy and available report 
yet. We shall have some rich stories to read a year or two 
hence.

I am interested in George’s progress in Engineering.5 I 
should say let him begin with Algebra at once, and soon, 
or at the same time, if convenient, take up Geometry– it 
is all important that he be well grounded in this. In due 
time will come Trigonometry & Nat. Philosophy.–   A year 
hence he might profitably commence Surveying. I talked 
lately with Samuel Felton, Chief Engineer and Superin-
tendent of the Fitchburg RR, and brother of Prof. Felton of 
Cambridge,6 with reference to George. He considers “Da-
vies’ Surveying”– a West Pointa book– the best.7 This is the 
one I used in teaching Surveying eight or nine years ago.8 
It is quite simple & thorough– and to some extent national 
or American.
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I would have George study without particular reference 
to the Scientific School9 and so he will be best prepared to 
suck its whole sweet in the shortest time– 

There is “Bigelows Technology” a popular and not ex-
pensive book in 2 vols, used, recently at least, at Cam-
bridge.10 I am sure that it will interest him if he has a taste 
for mechanics. He never need study it, but only read it 
from time to time, as study and practice make it more 
intelligible. This is one of the best books for him to own 
that I know of–   There is a great deal of interesting & valu-
able matter for his or any body’s reading in the Penny 
Magazine11– the best periodical of the kind that was ever 
printed.

In the mean time he should improve his opportunities 
to visit machine shops of all kinds. It should be a part of 
every mans education today to understand the Steam En-
gine. What right has a man to ride in the cars who does not 
know by what means he is moved? Every man in this age of 
the world may and should understand pretty thoroughly– 
the Saw and Grist mill–  – Smelting– casting– and working 
in iron–  – cotton and woolen machinery– the locomotive 
& rail- road– the Steamboat– the telegraph &c &c  A man 
can learn from a few hours of actual inspection what 
he can never learn from books– and yet if he has not the 
book- knowledge to generalize & illuminate his particu-
lars he will never be more than a journeyman & cannot 
reach the head of his profession. I lately spent a day at the 
repair shop of the Eastern RR. company,12 East Boston, 
and at Hinckley & Drury’s in Boston– the largest Loco-
motive Manufactory in this country.13 They turn out 7 a 
month worth from 8 to 9000 dollars apiece. I went into ita, 
and knowing the principle before, saw and understood 
the use of every wheel & screw, so that I can build an en-
gine myself when I am ready. I now read every paragraph 
in which the word locomotive occurs with greater interest 
and profit than before.14
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I have no news to send respecting Helen  She is about 
the same that she has been for some months, though it 
may be a little weaker, as she thinks; Her spirits are very 
good and she is very comfortable for a sick person.15 So-
phia16 & Mother17 would perchance be sick if Helen were 
not.

I look wishfully towards the woods of Maine, but as yet 
I feel confined here.

Please remember me to Rebecca Janea?? Cousins 
Charles & Mary18,a &c

yrs truly
Henry D. Thoreau

P.S.– I have just received your letter for which I thank 
you. I should be glad to come to Bangor.– 19  I hope that I 
shall so conduct as to deserve your good wishes–   Excuse 
my business like scroll.

Correspondent: George Augustus Thatcher (1806- 1885), son of 
Samuel and Sarah Brown Thatcher, was a businessman in Bangor, 
Maine. In 1832 he married T’s cousin Rebecca Jane Billings (1813- 
1883), daughter of Caleb and Nancy Thoreau Billings. Thatcher was 
active in the antislavery cause, and he accompanied T on his 1846 
and 1853 trips to Maine.

1 Boston newspapers had recently covered all three of the top-
ics that T mentions. The Boston Evening Transcript for February 7 
reported that the Massachusetts Senate received a petition to build 
a railroad from Salem to Concord and that the House received a 
similar petition for a railroad from Plympton to Middleborough. 
The same issue described a portable gold sifter and washer adver-
tised to prospectors planning to go to California and reported that 
the legislative chaplain offered “prayers for the California adven-
turers.” Other issues of Boston papers reported a rash of cases of 
hydrophobia, which had begun to appear so often that “some of 
the papers have departments headed ‘Hydrophobia Items,’ under 
which are recorded the doings of vicious dogs” (Evening Tran-
script, February 6, 1849). Since January 19 the legislature had been 
debating a “dog bill” authorizing local communities to take pre-
ventative measures.

2 Sophia Thoreau mentions “departures for California” in a note 
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to Rebecca Thatcher which she added to T’s March 16, 1849, letter 
to George Thatcher; see p. 16.

3 Edward Sherman Hoar (1823- 1893), son of Samuel and Sarah 
Sherman Hoar, accompanied T on several excursions. On April 
30, 1844, he and T started a fire that damaged a large area owned 
by the Hubbard and Wheeler families (see Days 1965, pp. 159- 162, 
and Journal 3 1990, pp. 75- 78). Hoar had run away from his family’s 
home in Concord to go to the West in 1840 but returned to gradu-
ate from Harvard University in 1844 and to enter the New York Bar 
in 1848. In 1849 Hoar again went to California, where he entered 
the California Bar and became the first district attorney of Santa 
Barbara before returning to Concord in 1857. In July and August of 
that year, he accompanied T on his third trip to the Maine woods. 
He married his neighbor Elizabeth Prichard (1822- 1917), daughter 
of Moses and Jane Hallett Prichard, in Florence, Italy, on Decem-
ber 28, 1858. An accomplished amateur botanist, Hoar had a farm 
in nearby Lincoln but traveled widely and lived for a time in Italy.

4 Ophir is an ancient region or city mentioned in the Bible as 
providing gold to King Solomon (see 1 Kings 9:28 and 10:11, and 2 
Chronicles 8:18, for example). The actual site of Ophir was the sub-
ject of much controversy and debate.

5 Thatcher’s son, George Putnam Thatcher (1833- 1919), became a 
miner and later moved to California.

6 Samuel Morse Felton (1809- 1889), son of Cornelius Conway 
and Anna Morse Felton, graduated from Harvard in 1834 and en-
tered the railroad business in 1841. He built the Fresh Pond line 
(north Cambridge to Boston) in 1841 and in 1843 began work on 
the Fitchburg line (Boston to Fitchburg), of which he became su-
perintendent in 1845. During the Civil War, his firm, Philadelphia, 
Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad, played a central role in trans-
porting Union troops. Samuel’s brother Cornelius Conway Felton 
(1807- 1862) graduated from Harvard in 1827 and was the Eliot Pro-
fessor of Greek Literature there from 1834 to 1860, when he became 
president of the university.

7 Charles Davies (1798- 1876), professor of mathematics at the 
United States Military Academy at West Point and other schools, 
wrote a series of books on surveying. The first, Elements of Surveying 
(1830), was designed as a textbook for the cadets. In later editions, 
which had different titles, the contents were expanded to include 
navigation and modified for use outside military academies.

8 From March 1839 until April 1841 T and his brother John ran 
a school in Concord. The curriculum had a strong experiential 
component, and T began teaching surveying in fall 1840 because it 
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demonstrated the application of mathematics (see Days 1965, pp. 
83- 84). There is no record of which edition of Davies’s Elements of 
Surveying T used in the school. He later acquired a copy of Davies’s 
Elements of Surveying, and Navigation (1847).

9 Harvard University established the Lawrence Scientific School 
in February 1847, with a gift of fifty thousand dollars from industri-
alist and entrepreneur Abbott Lawrence (1792- 1855).

10 Jacob Bigelow’s Elements of Technology, originally published in 
1829, had been reissued in 1840 in a two- volume set as The Useful 
Arts, Considered in Connexion with the Applications of Science. T 
also read the 1829 edition.

11 Several magazines that provided practical knowledge for a 
working- class audience contained the phrase “Penny Magazine” 
in their titles; it is not known which publication T refers to here. He 
may mean the popular Penny Magazine edited by Charles Knight 
and published in London from 1832 to 1846; Knight also published 
editions of this magazine in Boston and New York City. Theodore 
Dwight published the American Penny Magazine from 1845 to 1851.

12 The Eastern Railroad was chartered in 1836 and began opera-
tion from Boston to Salem in 1838. By 1840 it extended to Ports-
mouth, New Hampshire.

13 Holmes Hinkley (1793- 1866) and Gardner P. Drury (1803- 1872) 
built stationary steam engines in Boston in the 1830s. They began 
to manufacture locomotives in 1840 and their firm, the Boston 
Locomotive Works, became New England’s largest manufacturer. 
Hinkley, son of James and Mary Meigs Hinkley of Hallowell, Maine, 
married Mary Drake Holmes (1797- 1879), daughter of Mather and 
Silence Fisher Holmes, in 1821. Drury, son of Winsor and Alice 
Smith Drury of Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, married Abigail Gore 
(1811- 1903), daughter of Stephen and Mary Gore.

14 Either before or after this visit, T read an article in the Quarterly 
Review that gives a full account of the operation of the London and 
North- Western Railway (December 1848, 1- 65). Extracts from the 
article, titled “The London and North- Western Railway,” appear in 
a Journal entry he made sometime between February and May 
1849 (see Journal 3 1990, pp. 12- 13).

15 Helen Louisa Thoreau (1812- 1849), the oldest of the four chil-
dren of John (1787- 1859) and Cynthia Dunbar Thoreau (1787- 1872), 
died of tuberculosis four months later, on June 14.

16 Sophia Elizabeth Thoreau (1819- 1876) was the youngest of the 
Thoreau children.

17 Cynthia Dunbar was the daughter of Asa and Mary Jones Dun-
bar; she married John Thoreau Sr., son of John and Jane Burns Tho-
reau of Boston, in 1812.
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18 Rebecca Jane Billings’s sister, Mary Ann Billings (1810- 1888) 
and her brother- in- law, Charles Lowell (1807- 1895), also lived in 
Bangor.

19 Apparently Thatcher had approached the Bangor Lycum about 
inviting T to lecture there. On February 16 T wrote Thatcher that he 
would give a lecture in Portland on March 21, and that he hoped 
to go on to Bangor, both to lecture and to travel up to Chesuncook 
(see next letter). However, by March 16 he was reading the proofs of 
A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers and the Bangor trip 
became impossible (see p. 15).

Copy- text: ALS (MaLiTIW, Thoreau Society Archives, Raymond 
Adams Collection)

Published: “Knowing the Means” 2007, 2

Editor’s Note
This letter is addressed “Geo. A Thatcher / Bangor / ME.” and 

postmarked “Concord Ms. 9 Feb”.

Author’s Alterations
West Point] west point
it] if
Rebecca Jane] interlined above cancelled Mrs Thatcher– 
Cousins Charles & Mary] interlined above cancelled Mr & Mrs 

Lowell

To George Augustus Thatcher
February 16, 1849

Concord Feb. 16th 1849
Dear George,

I am going as far as Portland to lecture before their Ly-
ceum on the 3d Wednesdaya in March.– 1  By the way they 
pay me $25.00–   Now I am not sure but I may have leisure 
then to go on to Bangor and so up river. I have a great de-
sire to go up to Chesuncook before the ice breaks up– but 
I should not care if I had to return down the banks and so 
saw the logs running; and I write now chiefly to ask how 
late it will probably do to go up the river– or when on the 
whole would be the best time for me to start? Will the 3d 
week in March answer?
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I should be very glad if you would go with me, but I hes-
itate to ask you now, it is so uncertain whether I go at all 
myself. The fact is I am once more making a bargain with 
the Publishers Ticknor & Co, who talk of printing a book2 
for me, and if we come to terms I may then be confined 
here correcting proofs– or at most I should have but a few 
days to spare.

If the Bangor Lyceum should want me about those times, 
that of course would be very convenient, and a season-
able aid to me.3

Shall I trouble you then to give me some of the statistics 
of a winter excusion to Chesuncook?4

Of Helen I have no better news to send. We fear that she 
may be very gradually failing, but it may not be so.5 She is 
not very uncomfortable and still seems to enjoy the day. I 
do not wish to foresee what change may take place in her 
condition or in my own.

The rest of us are as well off as we deserve to be– 
Yrs truly

Henry D. Thoreau

Correspondent: See p. 4.

1 On March 21, T lectured in Portland on “Economy.” The lecture 
was the same as or similar to the one he gave in Salem on Novem-
ber 22, 1848, “Student Life in New England, Its Economy,” which 
drew on material later included in “Economy,” the opening chap-
ter of Walden. One reviewer called the March 21 lecture “unique, 
original, comical, and high- falutin,” and editors of the Portland 
Transcript wrote: “Despite the no very slight touches of transcen-
dentalism, there is much in it to furnish food for thought, as well as 
mirth” (“T’s Lectures before Walden” 1995, pp. 170 and 171).

2 T refers to A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers (see 
p. 10, note 1).

3 The publishing schedule for A Week on the Concord and Mer-
rimack Rivers made it impossible for T to lecture in Bangor; see 
p. 7, note 19, and p. 15.

4 T did not go to Chesuncook Lake with Thatcher until Septem-
ber 1853. This excursion would be the subject of the second of T’s 
Maine woods essays; see Maine Woods 1972, pp. 84- 156.

5 T’s older sister, Helen, died of tuberculosis on June 14, 1849.
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Copy- text: ALS (TxAuHRH, Henry David Thoreau Collection, MS- 
4222, 1.3)

Published: Cor 1958, 236- 237

Editor’s Note
This letter is addressed “Geo. A. Thatcher Esq / Bangor / ME”, 

postmarked “Concord Ms. 16 Feb”, and endorsed “Thoreau–  / Feb 
1849”.

Author’s Alteration
Wednesday] wednesday

From William D. Ticknor and Company
February 16, 1849

Boston Feby. 16 1849
Henry D Thoreau Esq
Deare Sir,

In reply to your fav. of 10th inst. we beg to say that we 
will publish for your a/c– “A Week on the Concord River.”– 1

The following general Estimate based upon a vol. 1/3 
larger than Emerson’s Essays. first Series (as suggested by 
you) we present for your consideration–   Say– 1000 Cops. 
448 pages– like Emerson’s Essy. 1st Series printed on good 
paper @ $4.00 pr ream will cost in sheets– $381.24.– 
The binding in our style– fine cloth– 

    12¢ pr Copy– or for the Edn 120.00
 $501.24
In the the above Estimate we have included for al-

terations & Extra corrections $15.–   It may be more,– or 
less–   This will depend on yourself. The book can be con-
densed & of course cost less–   Our Estimate is in accor-
dance with Sample copy. As you would not, perhaps, care 
to bind more than 1/2 the Edn at once,– You would need to 
send $450.– to print 1000 Cops. & bind 1/2 of the Same.– 

Yours Very Truly
W D Ticknor & Co

Concord
Massa
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Correspondent: See p. 1.

1 T declined these terms in favor of those offered by James Mun-
roe, who published A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers 
on May 30. For more detailed information about the book’s publi-
cation, see the historical introduction to A Week 1980, pp. 457- 483.

Copy- text: Facsimile of ALS, letter book copy (MH- H, MS Am 
2030.2 [52], p. 333)

Published: Cor 1958, 237- 238

Editor’s Notes
The copy- text is bound in a Ticknor and Fields letter book.
Dear] PE; DEar in MS

Author’s Alteration
Mass] written below cancelled N.H.

From Nathaniel Hawthorne
February 19, 1849

Salem, Feby 19th. 1849
My dear Thoreau,

The managers request that you will lecture before the 
Salem Lyceum on Wednesday evening after next– athat is 
to say, on the 28th inst.1 May we depend on you? Please to 
answer immediately, if convenient.

Mr Alcott2 delighted my wife and me, the other evening, 
by announcing that you had a book in press.3 I rejoice at 
it, and nothing doubt of such success as will be worth 
having. Should your manuscripts all be in the printer’s 
hands, I suppose you can reclaim one of them, for a single 
evening’s use, to be returned the next morning;– or per-
haps that Indian lecture,4 whicha you mentioned to me, is 
in a state of forwardness. Either that, or a continuation of 
of the Walden experiment (or, indeed, anything else,) will 
be acceptable.

We shall expect you at 14 Mall- street.
Very truly Yours,

Nathl Hawthorne.
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Correspondent: Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804- 1864), son of Nathan-
iel and Elizabeth Clark Manning Hathorne, graduated from Bow-
doin College in Brunswick, Maine, in 1825 and then returned to his 
native Salem, Massachusetts, to become a writer. On July 9, 1842, 
Hawthorne married Sophia Peabody (1809- 1871), daughter of Na-
thaniel and Elizabeth Palmer Peabody of Salem; that afternoon the 
couple took up residence at the Old Manse in Concord. In 1845 they 
returned to Salem and lived there until 1850. Though he would be-
come T’s friend, Hawthorne was candid in his estimation of T: in 
his October 21, 1842, letter to Epes Sargent, who was starting Sar-
gent’s New Monthly Magazine, Hawthorne described T as “a wild, 
irregular, Indian- like sort of fellow” who was “somewhat tinctured 
with Transcendentalism” but who had “stuff in him to make a rep-
utation of” (Letters of Nathaniel Hawthorne, 15:656).

1 On the evening of the twenty- eighth, T gave the second of his 
two lectures in Salem that season, “Student Life, Its Aims and Em-
ployments.” As with his first lecture in Salem (“Student Life in New 
England, Its Economy,” delivered on November 22, 1848), for which 
Hawthorne had also made the arrangements, this lecture included 
material that later found its way into the early chapters of Walden 
(see Cor 1 2013, pp. 386- 387). The Salem Observer acknowledged 
that some found T’s style “rather too allegorical for a popular audi-
ence” but closed its report by remarking, “we are glad to hear that 
he is about issuing a book, which will contain these lectures, and 
will enable us perhaps to judge better of their merit” (“T’s Lectures 
before Walden” 1995, pp. 166- 167).

2 Amos Bronson Alcott (1799- 1888), a former Concord resident, 
admired both T and Hawthorne. Alcott, then living in Boston, had 
been in Salem to hold a series of “conversations,” a Transcenden-
talist form of discussion group in which the leader used questions 
to draw out participants on significant ethical and spiritual issues. 
For a handbill that Alcott prepared listing several topics, see p. 462.

3 Sometime in February, James Munroe agreed to publish A Week 
on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, which appeared on May 30.

4 Possibly “An Excursion to Ktaadn,” T’s account of his 1846 trip 
to Maine. T had read “An Excursion to Ktaadn” before the Concord 
Lyceum on January 3, 1848.

Copy- text: ALS (NNPM, MA 920)

Published: HDT 1882, 277; Cor 1958, 238- 239; Letters of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, 16:261; “T’s Lectures before Walden” 1995, 165; Selected 
Letters of Nathaniel Hawthorne 2002, 132- 133
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